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Originally published in 1948, at the height of post–World War II optimism and
confidence in collective security, Ideas Have Consequences uses “words hard as
cannonballs” to present an unsparing diagnosis of the ills of the modern age.
Widely read and debated at the time of its first publication,the book is now seen
asone of the foundational texts of the modern conservative movement. In its
pages, Richard M. Weaver argues that the decline of Western civilization resulted
from the rising acceptance of relativism over absolute reality. In spite of increased
knowledge, this retreat from the realist intellectual tradition has weakened the
Western capacity to reason, with catastrophic consequences for social order and
individual rights. But Weaver also offers a realistic remedy. These difficulties are
the product not of necessity, but of intelligent choice. And, today, as decades ago,
the remedy lies in the renewed acceptance of absolute reality and the recognition
that ideas—like actions—have consequences. This expanded edition of the classic
work contains a foreword by New Criterion editor Roger Kimball that offers insight
into the rich intellectual and historical contexts of Weaver and his work and an
afterword by Ted J. Smith III that relates the remarkable story of the book’s writing
and publication.

The Whites of Their Eyes
Tom Bissell is a prizewinning writer who published three widely acclaimed books
before the age of thirty-four. He is also an obsessive gamer who has spent untold
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hours in front of his various video game consoles, playing titles such as Far Cry 2,
Left 4 Dead, BioShock, and Oblivion for, literally, days. If you are reading this flap
copy, the same thing can probably be said of you, or of someone you know. Until
recently, Bissell was somewhat reluctant to admit to his passion for games. In this,
he is not alone. Millions of adults spend hours every week playing video games,
and the industry itself now reliably outearns Hollywood. But the wider culture
seems to regard video games as, at best, well designed if mindless entertainment.
Extra Lives is an impassioned defense of this assailed and misunderstood art form.
Bissell argues that we are in a golden age of gaming—but he also believes games
could be even better. He offers a fascinating and often hilarious critique of the
ways video games dazzle and, just as often, frustrate. Along the way, we get
firsthand portraits of some of the best minds (Jonathan Blow, Clint Hocking, Cliff
Bleszinski, Peter Molyneux) at work in video game design today, as well as a
shattering and deeply moving final chapter that describes, in searing detail,
Bissell’s descent into the world of Grand Theft Auto IV, a game whose themes
mirror his own increasingly self-destructive compulsions. Blending memoir,
criticism, and first-rate reportage, Extra Lives is like no other book on the subject
ever published. Whether you love video games, loathe video games, or are merely
curious about why they are becoming the dominant popular art form of our time,
Extra Lives is required reading. From the Hardcover edition.

We Have Never Been Modern
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Featuring an all-new afterword by the author, a new edition of the award-winning
critique of the American educational system argues that children from lower-class
backgrounds are unfairly labeled as problem students and suggests new
educational policies designed to eliminate the stigmas that cause education to fail
its students. Reissue.

Lives on the Boundary
With the rise of science, we moderns believe, the world changed irrevocably,
separating us forever from our primitive, premodern ancestors. But if we were to
let go of this fond conviction, Bruno Latour asks, what would the world look like?
His book, an anthropology of science, shows us how much of modernity is actually
a matter of faith. What does it mean to be modern? What difference does the
scientific method make? The difference, Latour explains, is in our careful
distinctions between nature and society, between human and thing, distinctions
that our benighted ancestors, in their world of alchemy, astrology, and phrenology,
never made. But alongside this purifying practice that defines modernity, there
exists another seemingly contrary one: the construction of systems that mix
politics, science, technology, and nature. The ozone debate is such a hybrid, in
Latour’s analysis, as are global warming, deforestation, even the idea of black
holes. As these hybrids proliferate, the prospect of keeping nature and culture in
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their separate mental chambers becomes overwhelming—and rather than try,
Latour suggests, we should rethink our distinctions, rethink the definition and
constitution of modernity itself. His book offers a new explanation of science that
finally recognizes the connections between nature and culture—and so, between
our culture and others, past and present. Nothing short of a reworking of our
mental landscape. We Have Never Been Modern blurs the boundaries among
science, the humanities, and the social sciences to enhance understanding on all
sides. A summation of the work of one of the most influential and provocative
interpreters of science, it aims at saving what is good and valuable in modernity
and replacing the rest with a broader, fairer, and finer sense of possibility.

Writing Arguments
With her characteristic brilliance, grace and radical audacity, Angela Y. Davis has
put the case for the latest abolition movement in American life: the abolition of the
prison. As she quite correctly notes, American life is replete with abolition
movements, and when they were engaged in these struggles, their chances of
success seemed almost unthinkable. For generations of Americans, the abolition of
slavery was sheerest illusion. Similarly,the entrenched system of racial segregation
seemed to last forever, and generations lived in the midst of the practice, with few
predicting its passage from custom. The brutal, exploitative (dare one say
lucrative?) convict-lease system that succeeded formal slavery reaped millions to
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southern jurisdictions (and untold miseries for tens of thousands of men, and
women). Few predicted its passing from the American penal landscape. Davis
expertly argues how social movements transformed these social, political and
cultural institutions, and made such practices untenable. In Are Prisons Obsolete?,
Professor Davis seeks to illustrate that the time for the prison is approaching an
end. She argues forthrightly for "decarceration", and argues for the transformation
of the society as a whole.

Writing Argumentative Essays
Applying values and ethics to social work practice is taught widely across the
qualifying degree programme, on both Masters and BA courses. This book is a clear
introduction to this subject and will help students develop their understanding by
showing social work students how ethics can have positive impacts on the lives of
vulnerable people. There are chapters on how social workers can make good
ethical and value-based decisions when working with risk, and how the role of the
social worker as professional can impact on service users. Above all the book is a
timely and clear introduction to the subject, with an emphasis on advocacy and
empowerment and how the beginning social worker can start to apply these
concepts.
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Student Voice: 100 Argument Essays by Teens on Issues That
Matter to Them
This brief rhetoric helps students develop strategies for critical reading, critical
thinking, research, and writing that will help them argue clearly and convincingly.
It teaches them to identify and develop arguments, to read and form reactions and
opinions of their own, to analyze an audience, to seek common ground, and to use
a wide, realistic range of techniques to write argument papers that express their
individual views and original perspectives on modern issues. It includes clear
explanations and examples of argument theory and reading and writing processes,
research and documentation skills, and offers engaging, class-tested writing
assignments and activities. 49 Essays for Analysis cover several broad issue and
sub-issue areas, all of contemporary concern. Unique chapters discuss student
argument styles, Rogerian argument, and argument and literature.

Battle Tactics of the Civil War
Addressed to the Inhabitants of America, on the Following Interesting Subjects,
viz.: I. Of the Origin and Design of Government in General, with Concise Remarks
on the English Constitution. II. Of Monarchy and Hereditary Succession. III.
Thoughts on the Present State of American Affairs. IV. Of the Present Ability of
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America, with some Miscellaneous Reflections

Understanding and Evaluating Research
Being a great teacher is more than lesson plans and seating charts. In this revised
and expanded new edition of the classic bestseller, you learn what it takes to be
the very best educator you can be, starting from day one in your new classroom!
Filled with real-world life lessons from experienced teachers as well as practical
tips and techniques, you'll gain the skill and confidence you need to create a
successful learning environment for you and your students, including how to:
Organize a classroom Create engaging lesson plans Set ground rules and use
proper behavior management Deal with prejudice, controversy, and violence Work
with colleagues and navigate the chain of command Incorporate mandatory test
preparation within the curriculum Implement the latest educational theories In this
book, veteran teacher Melissa Kelly provides you with the confidence you'll need to
step into class and teach right from the start.

FRANKENSTEIN (The Original 1818 Edition)
Offers an updated definition of feminism for the twenty-first century, one rooted in
inclusion and awareness.
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Common Sense
Understanding and Evaluating Research: A Critical Guide aims to sensitize students
to the necessity of learning how not to defer to the mysterious authority of the
experts, but rather to learn how to be a critical consumer of others' research, and
to gain confidence in their ability to be producers of research. Sue McGregor shows
students how to be research literate, and how to find, critique and apply other
people's scholarship. This textbook is grounded in a solid understanding of the
prevailing research methodologies for creating new knowledge (philosophical
underpinnings), which in turn dictate problem posing, theory selection, and
research methods (tasks for sampling, collecting and analyzing data, and reporting
results).

Fast Food Nation
Finally, mentor texts written by teenagers, to help your students craft convincing
arguments. In this new collection of 100 essays curated by The New York Times,
students will find mentor texts written by their peers—13-to-18-year-olds—on a
wide range of topics, including social media, race, video games, lockdown drills,
immigration, tackle football, and the #MeToo movement. All of the essays were
either winners or runners-up from The New York Times Learning Network
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2014–2019 Student Editorial contests, in which students could take on any issue
they liked and, in 450 words or fewer, persuade readers—including educators from
around the country as well as Times judges—to adopt their point of view. The
essays have been selected for their voice, style, and use of evidence, as well as to
present snapshot of issues across a dozen categories that are of particular interest
to adolescents. Student Voice is also available as a package with Raising Student
Voice: 35 Ways to Help Students Write Better Argument Essays, from The New York
Times Learning Network, a teacher's companion guide packed with practical advice
from teachers, Times editors, and even student winners about how to use these
essays in writing instruction.

GMAT Analytical Writing
"This eBook features 501 sample writing prompts that are designed to help you
improve your writing and gain the necessary writing skills needed to ace essay
exams. Build your essay-writing confidence fast with 501 Writing Prompts!" --

Killers of the Flower Moon
The Art Of Rhetoric
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Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling,
punctuation, formatting, and documentation.

501 Writing Prompts
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food
industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment,
and food production.

The Structure of Argument
Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus is a novel written by Mary Shelley about
a creature produced by an unorthodox scientific experiment. Shelley started
writing the story when she was nineteen, and the novel was published when she
was twenty-one. The first edition was published anonymously in London in 1818.
Shelley's name appears on the second edition, published in France in 1823. The
original 1818 'Uncensored' Edition of Frankenstein as first published anonymously
in 1818. This original version is much more true to the spirit of the author's original
intentions than the heavily revised 1831 edition, edited by Shelley, in part,
because of pressure to make the story more conservative. Many scholars prefer
the 1818 text to the more common 1831 edition. Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
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(1797–1851) was an English novelist, short story writer, dramatist, essayist,
biographer, and travel writer, best known for her Gothic novel Frankenstein: or,
The Modern Prometheus.

We Should All be Feminists
Perspectives on Contemporary Issues
Throughout history, some books have changed the world. They have transformed
the way we see ourselves - and each other. They have inspired debate, dissent,
war and revolution. They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and comforted.
They have enriched lives - and destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the works
of the great thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook
civilization and helped make us who we are. Thoreau's account of his solitary and
self-sufficient home in the New England woods remains an inspiration to the
environmental movement - a call to his fellow men to abandon their striving,
materialistic existences of 'quiet desperation' for a simple life within their means,
finding spiritual truth through awareness of the sheer beauty of their surroundings.

The Complete Works of William Shakespeare
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This cross-disciplinary reader encourages critical thinking and academic writing by
presenting students with a variety of perspectives on current issues from across
the curriculum. Contemporary issues engage the student, while the thematically
grouped readings provide rich material for both in-class discussion and writing
topics.

Sin Boldly!
In this timeless classic join Huck and Jim as they encounter a wrecked steamship
full of thieves, a fake duke and king, and two families locked in an epic feud.

The Everything New Teacher Book
Values and Ethics in Social Work Practice
a) 50 solved Argument topics with strategies to be used as a benchmarkb) Expert
Strategies and simplified methods to produce focused responsesc) Scoring Guides
for Argument tasks as per the GMAT Guidelines

Writing for College: the Eight Step Program to Writing
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Academic Argument Papers Using the Template Method
In The Art of Rhetoric, Aristotle demonstrates the purpose of rhetoric—the ability to
convince people using your skill as a speaker rather than the validity or logic of
your arguments—and outlines its many forms and techniques. Defining important
philosophical terms like ethos, pathos, and logos, Aristotle establishes the earliest
foundations of modern understanding of rhetoric, while providing insight into its
historic role in ancient Greek culture. Aristotle’s work, which dates from the fourth
century B.C., was written while the author lived in Athens, remains one of the most
influential pillars of philosophy and has been studied for centuries by orators,
public figures, and politicians alike. HarperTorch brings great works of non-fiction
and the dramatic arts to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in
ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in
the HarperTorch collection to build your digital library.

MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers
Discover Malcolm Gladwell's breakthrough debut and explore the science behind
viral trends in business, marketing, and human behavior. The tipping point is that
magic moment when an idea, trend, or social behavior crosses a threshold, tips,
and spreads like wildfire. Just as a single sick person can start an epidemic of the
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flu, so too can a small but precisely targeted push cause a fashion trend, the
popularity of a new product, or a drop in the crime rate. This widely acclaimed
bestseller, in which Malcolm Gladwell explores and brilliantly illuminates the
tipping point phenomenon, is already changing the way people throughout the
world think about selling products and disseminating ideas.

Where I Lived, and What I Lived For
The Structure of Argument covers critical thinking, reading, writing, and research.
It is concise but thorough and presents everything students need in an affordable,
compact format. The Structure of Argument includes questions, exercises, and
writing assignments, and a full semester’s worth of readings. Now presenting
Aristotelian and Rogerian as well as Toulmin argument, it includes many fresh
readings and additional support for academic writing to help students stake their
claim. Its emphasis on Toulmin argument makes Structure highly teachable, since
the approach fits with the goals of the composition course. An electronic edition is
available at half the price of the print book.

GRE Analytical Writing
The market leader in argumentative rhetorics, Writing Arguments has proven
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highly successful in teaching students to read arguments critically and to produce
effective arguments of their own. With its student-friendly tone, clear explanations,
high-interest readings and examples, and well-sequenced critical thinking and
writing assignments, Writing Arguments offers a time-tested approach to argument
that is interesting and accessible to students and eminently teachable for
instructors.

Ideas Have Consequences
Finally, mentor texts written by teenagers, to help your students craft convincing
arguments. In this new collection of 100 essays curated by The New York Times,
students will find mentor texts written by their peers—13-to-18-year-olds—on a
wide range of topics, including social media, race, video games, lockdown drills,
immigration, tackle football, and the #MeToo movement. All of the essays were
either winners or runners-up from The New York Times Learning Network
2014–2019 Student Editorial contests, in which students could take on any issue
they liked and, in 450 words or fewer, persuade readers—including educators from
around the country as well as Times judges—to adopt their point of view. The
essays have been selected for their voice, style, and use of evidence, as well as to
present snapshot of issues across a dozen categories that are of particular interest
to adolescents. Student Voice is also available as a package with Raising Student
Voice: 35 Ways to Help Students Write Better Argument Essays, from The New York
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Times Learning Network, a teacher's companion guide packed with practical advice
from teachers, Times editors, and even student winners about how to use these
essays in writing instruction.

Student Voice: 100 Argument Essays by Teens on Issues That
Matter to Them
Featuring a new introduction, this updated edition of the New York Times
bestselling classic by Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award–winning author and
one of the most revered figures in American letters is “profound and priceless as
guidance for anyone who aspires to write” (Los Angeles Times). Born in 1909 in
Jackson, Mississippi, Eudora Welty shares details of her upbringing that show us
how her family and her surroundings contributed to the shaping not only of her
personality but of her writing as well. Everyday sights, sounds, and objects
resonate with the emotions of recollection: the striking clocks, the Victrola, her
orphaned father’s coverless little book saved since boyhood, the tall mountains of
the West Virginia back country that became a metaphor for her mother’s sturdy
independence, Eudora’s earliest box camera that suspended a moment forever
and taught her that every feeling awaits a gesture. In her vivid descriptions of
growing up in the South—of the interplay between black and white, between town
and countryside, between dedicated schoolteachers and the children they
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taught—she recreates the vanished world of her youth with the same subtlety and
insight that mark her fiction, capturing “the mysterious transfiguring gift by which
dream, memory, and experience become art” (Los Angeles Times Book Review).
Part memoir, part exploration of the seeds of creativity, this unique distillation of a
writer’s beginnings offers a rare glimpse into the Mississippi childhood that made
Eudora Welty the acclaimed and important writer she would become.

Are Prisons Obsolete?
Presenting a variety of viewpoints on current issues across disciplines,
PERSPECTIVES ON CONTEMPORARY ISSUES, 8e, equips readers to think, read, and
write critically. Emphasizing writing and research, Part I offers separate chapters
on reading critically, the writing process, writing a summary, the critique,
argumentation, synthesis requiring documentation, and the research paper. Part II
is packed with captivating readings organized by broad-based curricular areas.
Helping students fully engage on a personal level, questions at the end encourage
a reaction to the readings while Responding to Visuals sections prompt students to
analyze images. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
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Cheeky, original, and decidedly practical to boot, Sin Boldly! is unlike any other
writing handbook available. Jammed with sage advice, genuine encouragement,
and surprising examples (of how to write and how not to write), this book gives
beginning writers and confident students alike an easy-to-follow roadmap for
improving one of the most important skills for success. En route to Sin
Boldly!-induced, A+ paper bliss, readers encounter such topics as· Choosing a
Topic and Telling Your Story ("K.I.S.S.-Keep It Simple, Stupid")· Literary Games
(featuring "Francobabble for Freshman")· Choosing a Voice ("Dissing the Prof")·
Grammatical Horrors ("A does not equal they")· Common Mistakes ("Hopefully and
Other Controversies")Fully revised and updated with new examples, quizzes, and
tips, Sin Boldly! is not only a comprehensive guide, but also a fantastic, fun read
for anyone who wants to write clearly and effectively .

The Tipping Point
Americans have always put the past to political ends. The Union laid claim to the
Revolution--so did the Confederacy. Civil rights leaders said they were the true
sons of liberty--so did Southern segregationists. This book tells the story of the
centuries-long struggle over the meaning of the nation's founding, including the
battle waged by the Tea Party, Glenn Beck, Sarah Palin, and evangelical Christians
to "take back America." Jill Lepore, Harvard historian and New Yorker staff writer,
offers a careful and concerned look at American history according to the far right,
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from the "rant heard round the world," which launched the Tea Party, to the Texas
School Board's adoption of a social-studies curriculum that teaches that the United
States was established as a Christian nation. Along the way, she provides rare
insight into the eighteenth-century struggle for independence--a history of the
Revolution, from the archives. Lepore traces the roots of the far right's reactionary
history to the bicentennial in the 1970s, when no one could agree on what story a
divided nation should tell about its unruly beginnings. Behind the Tea Party's
Revolution, she argues, lies a nostalgic and even heartbreaking yearning for an
imagined past--a time less troubled by ambiguity, strife, and uncertainty--a
yearning for an America that never was. The Whites of Their Eyes reveals that the
far right has embraced a narrative about America's founding that is not only a
fable but is also, finally, a variety of fundamentalism--anti-intellectual,
antihistorical, and dangerously antipluralist. In a new afterword, Lepore addresses
both the recent shift in Tea Party rhetoric from the Revolution to the Constitution
and the diminished role of scholars as political commentators over the last half
century of public debate.

Exit West
"In a country teetering on the brink of civil war, two young people meet--sensual,
fiercely independent Nadia and gentle, restrained Saeed. They embark on a furtive
love affair, thrust into premature intimacy by the unrest roiling their city. When it
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explodes, turning familiar streets into a patchwork of checkpoints and bomb blasts,
they begin to hear whispers about doors--doors that can whisk people far away, if
perilously and for a price. As violence and the threat of violence escalate, Nadia
and Saeed decide that they no longer have a choice. Leaving their homeland and
their old lives behind, they find a door and step through. An epic compressed into a
slender page-turner, Exit West is both completely of our time and for all time."--

Perspectives on Contemporary Issues
Logical Argument in the Research Paper operate son the premise that collegiatelevel writing, when cast in its most significant and sophisticated form, is
argumentative. Students are shown how writers examine a potential topic,
establish a stance upon that topic, defend the stance, avoid reasoning and ethical
rrors, and in general say something meaningful about the topic. It also includes
instruction about finding sources, gathering information from them, and correctly
documenting them. However, the emphasis remains on how effective writers
evaluate sources, think about the information they discover, prepare a fair and
informed argument, rethink and revise the argument, and finally present an
argument in its completed form. Logical Argument in the Research Paper will help
students learn some of the reasoning processes that all writers use when
composing the academic argument.
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Logical Argument in the Research Paper
Elements of Argument combines a thorough argument text on critical thinking,
reading, writing, and research with an extensive reader on both current and
timeless controversial issues. It presents everything students need to analyze,
research, and write arguments. Elements of Argument covers Toulmin, Aristotelian,
and Rogerian models of argument and has been thoroughly updated with current
selections students will want to read. It now includes additional support for
academic writing, making it a truly flexible classroom resource. An electronic
edition is available at half the price of the print book. Read the preface.

One Writer's Beginnings
Get the only official guide to the GRE® General Test that comes straight from the
test makers! If you're looking for the best, most authoritative guide to the GRE
General Test, you've found it! The Official Guide to the GRE General Test is the
only GRE guide specially created by ETS--the people who actually make the test.
It's packed with everything you need to do your best on the test--and move toward
your graduate or business school degree. Only ETS can show you exactly what to
expect on the test, tell you precisely how the test is scored, and give you hundreds
of authentic test questions for practice! That makes this guide your most reliable
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and accurate source for everything you need to know about the GRE revised
General Test. No other guide to the GRE General Test gives you all this: • Four
complete, real tests--two in the book and two on CD-ROM • Hundreds of authentic
test questions--so you can study with the real thing • In-depth descriptions of the
Verbal Reasoning and Quantitative Reasoning measures plus valuable tips for
answering each question type • Quantitative Reasoning problem-solving steps and
strategies to help you get your best score • Detailed overview of the two types of
Analytical Writing essay tasks including scored sample responses and actual raters'
comments Everything you need to know about the test, straight from the test
makers!

Extra Lives
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
For courses in English. Learn the skill of rational argument. Perspectives on
Argument teaches you strategies for critical thinking, critical reading, research,
and writing that will help you participate in all types of argument. The 9th Edition
extends beyond reading, visual and multimodal argument into the timely topic of
online argument. Students will encounter argument at home, school and on the
job. This book arms you with the tools you need to identify controversial topics,
form opinions and reactions to text and pictures, and write persuasive papers that
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express their viewpoints. The book also follows the premise that not all arguments
involve right and wrong. Students will learn skills like finding common ground,
consensus, withholding opinions, negotiating, and even changing beliefs when they
can no longer make a case for them. Perspectives on Argument, 9th Edition is also
available via Revel™, an interactive learning environment that enables students to
read, practice, and study in one continuous experience. Learn more.

GRE Analytical Writing
Analyzes the events, weapons, and strategies of the Civil War and argues that the
introduction of modern weaponry did not have significant effect on the outcome or
the conduct of the war

The Official Guide to the GRE General Test, Third Edition
This book is intended to help you to prepare for the Analytical Writing section of
the revised GRE test. During the test, you will be asked to respond in writing to two
different types of prompts. One, Analyse an Issue, requires you to follow specific
directions as you take a position on a statement, claim, or recommendation. The
other, Analyse an Argument, requires you to follow specific instructions as you
determine the strengths and/or weaknesses presented in an argument. Since you
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will have limited time to develop your responses, some preparation for the test will
be helpful. The Analytical Writing Measure is just one part of the GRE, but,
combined with your scores on the other parts of the test, helps to predict your
ability to be successful in graduate school. This book contains thirty sample
Analyse an Issue essays and thirty sample Analyse an Argument essays along with
the rubrics, prompts and tips to use when writing your own essays. The prewriting
activities demonstrate how the writer selected a point of view and created
evidence to use in developing the responses. You should notice a variety of
approaches, from using first-person point of view to employing historical and
literary references. These are just suggestions. Your own experience, reading, and
course work may lead you to take different approaches. Keep in mind the specific
directions, the rubric and your own experience in writing at the college level. Is this
not enough?

Perspectives on Argument
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST "Disturbing and
rivetingIt will sear your soul." —Dave Eggers, New York Times Book Review SHELF
AWARENESS'S BEST BOOK OF 2017 Named a best book of the year by Wall Street
Journal, The Boston Globe, San Francisco Chronicle, GQ, Time, Newsday,
Entertainment Weekly, Time Magazine, NPR's Maureen Corrigan, NPR's "On Point,"
Vogue, Smithsonian, Cosmopolitan, Seattle Times, Bloomberg, Lit Hub's "Ultimate
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Best Books," Library Journal, Paste, Kirkus, Slate.com and Book Browse From New
Yorker staff writer David Grann, #1 New York Times best-selling author of The Lost
City of Z, a twisting, haunting true-life murder mystery about one of the most
monstrous crimes in American history In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in
the world were members of the Osage Indian nation in Oklahoma. After oil was
discovered beneath their land, they rode in chauffeured automobiles, built
mansions, and sent their children to study in Europe. Then, one by one, the Osage
began to be killed off. The family of an Osage woman, Mollie Burkhart, became a
prime target. Her relatives were shot and poisoned. And it was just the beginning,
as more and more members of the tribe began to die under mysterious
circumstances. In this last remnant of the Wild West—where oilmen like J. P. Getty
made their fortunes and where desperadoes like Al Spencer, the “Phantom Terror,”
roamed—many of those who dared to investigate the killings were themselves
murdered. As the death toll climbed to more than twenty-four, the FBI took up the
case. It was one of the organization’s first major homicide investigations and the
bureau badly bungled the case. In desperation, the young director, J. Edgar
Hoover, turned to a former Texas Ranger named Tom White to unravel the
mystery. White put together an undercover team, including one of the only
American Indian agents in the bureau. The agents infiltrated the region, struggling
to adopt the latest techniques of detection. Together with the Osage they began to
expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in American history. In Killers of the
Flower Moon, David Grann revisits a shocking series of crimes in which dozens of
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people were murdered in cold blood. Based on years of research and startling new
evidence, the book is a masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, as each step in the
investigation reveals a series of sinister secrets and reversals. But more than that,
it is a searing indictment of the callousness and prejudice toward American Indians
that allowed the murderers to operate with impunity for so long. Killers of the
Flower Moon is utterly compelling, but also emotionally devastating.
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